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Introduction.- This paper represents an attempt to describe a hypothetical bio

logical process that could conceivably account for the phenomenon of aging. Aging 

manifests itself in much the same general manner in all mammals, and we are in a 

position to learn enough about the aging of mammal to be able to test the validity 

of a theory that lead to predictions of a quantitative kind- as does the theory 

here presented. 
We know that a gene can be responsible for the synthesis of a pecific protein 

molecule, which in many cases has a known enzymatic activity. When we speak 

later of a mutant, or "incompetent," form of a gene, we mean an altered form of the 

gene, which cannot synthesize the specific protein molecule in its chemically active 

form. 
Our theory assumes that the elementary tep in the proces of aging is an "aging 

hit," which "destroys" a chromosome of the somatic cell, in the en e that it render 

all genes carried by that chromosome inactive. The "hit" need not destroy the 

chromosome in a physical ense. (See note 1 added in proof.) 

We assume that the "aging hits" are random events and that the probability 

that a chromosome of a somatic cell suffers such a "hit'' per unit time remain con

stant throughout life. We further assume that the rate at which chromo omes of 
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a somatic cell suffer uch "hits" i a characteristic of the pecies and does not vary 
appreciably from individual to individual. 

As a re ult of an aging proce of thi nature, the number of the somatic cells of 
an individual organi m which have " urvived" up to a given age (in the ense of 
remaining able to fulfil their function in the organi m) decrease with age. On the 
ba is of our assumption , spelled out below, the " urviving" fraction of the omatic 
cells decrea es with age at an accelerating rate. 

Our theory po tulates that whenj, the surviving fraction of the somatic cell of an 
individual, approache a certain critical value, j*, then the probability that that 
individual may die within a period of one year will come clo e to 1. On this 
basis, the theory establishes a relation hip between the urviving fraction of the 
somatic cells and the age of death of the individual. 

Becau e the young mammalian organi m may be assumed to have a large func
tional re erve, we hall a sume that the surviving fraction of the omatic cell of an 
individual may fall substantially before the organi m lose it capacity to live, per
haps to a value somewhere between 1/ 3 and 1/ t2· 

The precise meaning of the term "critical value," j*, will shift as we go from the 
crudest form of the theory, which we <shall discuss first, to a less crude form of the 
theory, which we hall discuss thereafter. In the crudest form of the theory, we 
shall a ume that an adult does not die of natural causes until the surviving fraction 
of his omatic cells comes very close to the critical fraction f* and that he dies at 
the critical age, i.e., within the year in which this surviving fraction reaches the 
critical fraction f*. Thus, in its crude. t form, the theory postulates that the age 
at death is uniquely determined by the genetic makeup of the individual. 

Clearly, this cannot be strictly true, for, if it were true, identical twins would die 
within one year of each other. In fact, the mean difference between the ages at 
death of female identical twins can be estimated to be about 3.5 years. The 
discrepancy arises from the failure of the crude theory to take into account that in a 
cohort of identical individuals the number of deaths per year may be expected to 
rise a a continuou function with advancing age and that an appreciable number 
of death may be expected to occur at ages lower than the "critical age." 

If not otherwise tated, our discussion here relates to man and, in particular, to 
the female of the species. In the case of man, the somatic cells of the female con
tain m = 23 pairs of homologous chromosomes. There may be in man perhaps 
15,000 genes. There may be a larger number of specific DNA molecules which 
are inherited from generation to generation, but we designate as "genes" here 
only those DNA molecules which would handicap the individual if present in a mu
tant form. An individual who is a heterozygote for a mutant gene might not 
necessarily be handicapped under the conditions prevailing at present in the United 
States, where essentially no adult dies for lack of food or helter and no adult has 
a reduced propensity to procreate because of his inability to provide food or shelter 
for his offspring. But such a heterozygote would have been handicapped (accord
ing to our definition of the term "gene") under conditions which were prevalent in 
the past- up to recent times. The present abundance of mutant forms of genes 
in the population may not correspond to the teady state under present conditions. 

We may assume that the "genes" somehow affect differentiation and morpho
genesis during the embryonic development of the individual and that a mutant form 
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of a gene may cause, with a certain probability- appreciable even in the hetero-
zygot a developmental abnormality of the individual. 

We assume that among the 15,000 gene , there are perhaps 3,000 genes which 
are important for the functioning of the somatic cell of the adult. We shall call 
these genes "vegetative gene ," and a mutant form of uch a gene we shall de ig
nate as a "fault." Of the remainder of the genes, we hall as ume that they are 
irrelevant for the functioning of the somatic cell of the adult organism. 

We po tulate that, in the course of aging, a somatic cell remains functional as 
long as, out of each pair of homologous vegetative gene , at lea t one of the two 
genes i competent and active and that the cell ceases to be functional when both 
genes are out of action. Accordingly when a chromosome uffers an a'ging hit, the 
cell will cea e to be functional if the homologous chromosome has either previously 
uffered an aging hit or if it carries a fault. 

According to the ' riews here adopted, the main rea on why some adults live 
shorter lives and others live longer is the difference in the number of faults they 
have inherited. If we a ume that faults are distributed in the population at ran
dom, then we can compute the distribution of the fault , from the mean value of 
faults per person (which we shall designate by n). From the ob erved distribution 
of the ages at death, between seventy and ninety years of age, we shall be led to 
conclude that we haven > 2. For n = 2 we would obtain from the crude theory for 
the critical surviving fraction of the somatic cells f* ~ 1/ 4• For n = 4 we would 
obtain!*~ 1/ 12. On thi basi we shall be led to conclude that we haven< 4. 

We shall, for the purpo es of our discussion, adopt, as a reasonable value, n = 2.5, 
and then we obtain f* ~ 1/ 6, which would seem to be a reasonable value. 

The "Surviving" Fraction of the Somatic Cells.-We shall now proceed to com
pute the "surviving" fraction of the somatic cells of a female who has inherited r 
faults, as a function of her age. 

We designate by~ the average number of "aging hits" that have been suffered by 
a chromosome of a somatic cell, and we may write 

~ = __!_ age, 
2m r 

(1) 

where r i the average time interval between two subsequent aging hits suffered 
in toto by the m pairs of homologous chromosomes contained in a somatic cell. 
We may call this average time interval r the "basic time interval of the aging 
process." 

Let us now consider a female who has inherited r faults. If none of the pairs of 
homologous chromosome contain more than one fault-a condition likely to be 
fulfilled if r is small compared to m- then we may write for the "surviving" frac
tion of her somatic cell at a given age 

or 
In f = (m - r) In [l - (1 - e-f) 2 ] - r~. 

For~« 1 we may write, from equation (3), neglecting me andre, etc., 

1 
In - = m(e - e) + r(~ - e). 

f 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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Writing 

r 
P =2m' 

we may write 

1 
In f = m[~ + p)2.l1 - (~ + p)], 

provided r « x « 2m (i.e., p « ~ - 1) 

1 
In - = m71 2(1 - 71), 

f 

33 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where 71 = ~ + p. ln place of equation (7) we may write, in our approximation, 

J = [1 - (1 - e-~)2).m (8) 

· We may also write inversely 

1 
71 = In --_ -;= ; =::;:::;= 

1 V 1 - J'fm' (9) 

or, expanding, 

(10) 

According to the assumption of the crude theory, j, the surviving fraction of the 
somatic cells, reaches the critical value f* at the age of death, which we designate 
by t,. Further, we designate by x, the average number of aging hits suffered in 
toto, up to the age of death, by the m pairs of homologous chromosomes of the 
somatic cells. Thus we have, at the age of death, 

and 

t, 2 
Xr = - = m~ 

71 = 

'T 

x, + r 
2m · 

(11) 

(12) 

Accordingly, we may write at the age of death, where we havef = f*, from equation 
(8). 

In .!_ = (x, + r)2 (1 - x, + '). 
f* 4m 2m 

(1~} 

Similarly, we may write at the age of death, from equation (10), 

x + r = J4m In.!_ +In 2_ ., 1 f* f* (14) 

or 
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t, ~ I 1 1 - + r = 4m n - + In -
T r r· (15) 

For t.he genetically perfect female, for whom we haver = 0, we hall de ignate the 
age at death by to. We shall call to the "life-span" of the pecie . 

or 

or 

From equation (15) we may write for, the life- pan, t0, 

t, to - +r = -
r r 

t, = to - TT 

to- t, 
r= --

T 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

As may be seen from equation (17), the addition of one fault to the genetic makeup 
of an individual shortens the life of that individual by At = r, so that we may write 

At per fault = r . 119) 

This expresses one of the basic results of our theory. According to equation (19), 

an individual who e genetic makeup contains one fault more than another individual 
has a life-expectancy which is shorter by r, the basic time interval of the aging proc
ess. This holds true within the crude theory for individual who have inherited a 
small number of faults. 

Concerning the life-span, to, we may write, from equations (11), (13), and (16), 

In _!_ = _!_ (~)
2

(1 - I_~). 
f* 4m r 2m r 

(20) 

and, from equations (15) and (16), we may write 

to ~ 1 1 - = 4m In - + In -
T r r· (21) 

The Distn.bution of the Ages at Death.- The above equation hold within the 
framework of the crude form of the theory. In this form of the theory, members 
of one cohort would die only in certain years- at the critical ages, t,- and thus 
the years in which death occurs within one cohort would be separated from each 
other by time intervals of r years; no deaths would occur in the intervening year . 

Further, if the distribution of the faults in the population is random, then the 
number of deaths, P,, occurring at each age, is given by the Poi on di tribution: 

n'e-" 
P,=-

r! 
(22) 

where, according to equation (18), we haver = to - t, ari.d where n stands for the 
T 

average number of faults per individual. 
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The distribution of the ages at death in the population is actually a continuous 
function of the age. Even though the probability that an individual may die 
within a year may increase rather steeply as the surviving fraction of his somatic 
cells approache the critical value f*, genetically identical individuals do not all die 
at the same age. The observed mean age difference at death of identical twins 
may be regarded as a measure of the scattering of the ages at death, which is left out 
of account by the crude form of the theory and to which we shall refer as the "non
genetic scattering." 

For the time being, we shall continue to leave this non-genetic scattering out of 
account; yet, for the sake of convenience, we shall henceforth describe the distribu
tion of the ages at death by P(r), a continuous function of r, in place of the discon
tinuous "Poisson" values, P,. For P(r) we may write 

P(r) = _!!!__ e- " 
r(r+l) 

(23) 

where r represents the gamma function (which for integral value of r + 1 assume..c; 
the values of r!) and where we have 

to-t 
r= --. (24) 

T 

For the number of deaths occurring within a cohort per unit time, we may then 
write, according to our theory, 

d(theor.) 

From equation (24) we obtain 

Thus we may write, from equation (25), 

dr n' _ , 
- --- e . 

d .. 

dt 

dt r(r+I) 

1 

T 

d( h ) 
1 n' _ ,. 

t eor. = - -- e per year, 
T r(r+l) 

where r is given by equation (24) and where Tis expressed in years. 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The approximation used throughout this paper holds for small values of r, which 
correspond to high ages at death. We may say that at high ages of death the dis
tribution of age at death in the population is represented by a rever ed Poisson 
distribution (27), where small values of r correspond to high ages at death. 

Lower Limit for n.- We shall now proceed to compare the distribution of the 
ages at death, a given by our formula (27), with the actually observed distribution 
of the ages at death, as given by the U.S. Life Tables, based on the 1949- 50 Census. 

For the purposes of this comparison, we shall use Table 6 for white females, which 
lists the number of deaths per year, in yearly intervals, as a function of age. Ac
cording to this table, the maximal number of deaths occurs between the eightieth 
and eighty-first year; the corresponding maximal number of deaths per year is 
0.0344 per person. 
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The di tribution of the ages at death i not ·ymmetrical around the age at the 
maximum, t* = 0.5 year of age; the number of d aths per year fall fa ter toward 
higher age than toward lower ages. Thu the table list~, for the number of death 
per year, 0.0230 per per on between the ages seventy and seventy-one and 0.0179 
per person between the age of ninety and ninety-one. 

We may derive from thi table a "normalized" di tribution of the age at death by 
forming R(ob .), the ratio of the number of deaths per year and the maximal number 
of death per year, 0.0344. Thu ". obtain R(ob .) = 0.667 at 70.5 year of age; 
R(ob .) = 1 at 80.5 years of age; R(ob .) = 0.520 at 90.5 year· of age. 

We may imilarly obtain from the number of death per year, given a a function 
of age by the theory, a "normalized" di tribution of the age at death, by forming 
R(theor.), the ratio of th number of deaths per year given by equation (27) and 
the maximal number of death per year given by d(theor. )max.: 

d(theor.)rnax. = ~ e-" {~} . 
T r (r+l) max. 

(2 ) 

If we designate by r* the value of r for which thi expres ion become maximal, 
we may write, for n ~ 2, 

r* ~ n- 0.5. (29) 

Accordingly, we may write 

R(theor. ) d(theor.) n' r(n+0.6) 

d(theor.)max. - n (n -U.S) r (r + I) 
(30) 

We may now a k for what value of n would the normalized Poi on di tribution, 
R(theor.), fit R(obs.), both above and below 0.5 y ar of age Ro that we have for a 
suitably chosen value of t.r, for r= r* + t.r, R(theor. ) = 0.667 (the value of R(obs.) 
at 70.5 year of age) and that " ·e also have, for r = r* - M, R(theor.) = 0.520 
(the value of R(ob .) at 90.5 years of age). 

It turn out that such a fit is possible only for a value of n which i very clo e to 
n = 2.. For th corresponding value of t.r we obtain t.r = 1.4. For the corre
sponding value of r- we may write 

10 
r = - year. 

t.r 
(31) 

For n = 2 and with t.r = 1.4, we obtain r = 7.15 year . 
For value of n which are ub tantially larger than 2, it i not po . ible to fit the 

normalized Poi son di tribution R(theor.) to R (ob .) in thi · manner. If R(theor.) 
is made equal to 0.520 (the value of R(obs.) at 90.5 year of age) for r = r* - t.r, 
then, for r = r* + t.r, we have R(theor.) < 0.667 (the value of R(ob ·.) at 70.5 
years of age). 

Becau:e there is reason to believe that, below 0.5 years of age, the crude theory 
gives too low values for R(theor.), we cannot exclude the pos ibility that we htw 
n > 2. Therefore, from the fact that R(theor.) derin•d from the crude theory fits 
R(ob .) for n = 2 between the ages of 70.5 and 90.5, we may not conclude that \\·e 
actually haven = 2, and we may only conclude that \\·e ha\'e 
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n ~ 2. (32) 

A ppro.rima.tiun of the J>oisson Dis1ribution by a Gaussian Relatt.onship between T 

and n.- R (theor.) given by equation (30) goes over into a Gaussian for n » 1. 
For a. Gaussian, the value of R(theor. ) = 0.667 (the value of R(obs.) at 70.5 years 
of age)·corresponds to a di tance from the maximum of 0.9 u, where u is the stand
ard deviation of the Gaussian. imilarly, R(theor. ) = 0.520 (the value of R(obs.) 
at 90.5 years of age) corresponds to a distance from the maximum of 1.14u. Thus 
the time interval of 20 years around the maximum corre pond to 2.04u, and hence 
we have 

20 
u = 

2
_
04 

years = 9.8 years (33) 

Because the variance of a Poi::;son di::;tribution i::; given by it:; mean, n, we may 
write (forn » 1) 

or 

9.8 

(f 
T= -

yn' 

(3-1) 

(35) 

and thus we obtain T = .y;; years. 

While equation (34) holds, strictly speaking, only for large values of n, the error 
is small even for n = 2. 

For n = 2 from equation (35) we obtain T = 6.82 in place of the previously given 
value ofT= 7.15. 

For n = 2.5 from (35) we obtain T = 6.2 years in place of the "correct" value of T 

= 6.3 years, which we find by fitting the "normalized" Poisson distribution, as 
well as possible, to R(obs.). 

Thus, for most of our purposes we may use equation (35) for values of n for n ~ 2. 
From equation (35) we obtain 

(36) 

where nT represents the average life-shortening caused by the "load of faults," 
n. Since the value of u is empirically fixed, the higher we assume n to be, the 
higher is the li1e-shortening effect which we must attribute to it. In this sense, the 
life-shortening effect of the mutation load increases with v'n. 

Correction of T for the Non-genetic Scattering of the Ages at Death.- Because the 
non-genetic scattering of the ages at death has so far not been taken into account 
by us, the observed distribution of the age at death may be expected to be actually 
somewhat broader, and, accordingly, the actual value of T may be expected to be 
somewhat lower than the values given above. 

The mean age difference at death between female identical twins has been re
ported by Franz J. Kallman to be about 2.6 years for twins dying above the age 
of 60. From this value we may e timate, on the basis of the Life Tables, the mean 
age difference at death of female identical twins who die as adults above the age 
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of 40 to be 3.4 year.. If the distribution of the ages at death of genetically identi
"al individual resembled a Gaussian, then the variance of the di tribution of the 
a<re at death in the population would be eC]ual to the ·urn of the Yariance of this 
Gaus ian and that of our theoretical distribution of the ages at death. By making 
such an a umption , for the purpo es of thi computation, we may then correct 
the value of r , given above, a follow : 

From the fact that the mean age difference at death of female identical twins may 
he taken to be about :3.4 year , it follows that the ·tandard deviation of the di tribu
tiou of their ages at death i · about 3 years. ing thi value, we find that the non
geuetic scattering increa e the variance of the di tribution of the age at death by 
a factor of about 1.1 and, accordingly, the previously given value of r mu t be 
reduced by 5 per cent. 

Thus we may now write, for the corrected values of r, for n = 2, r = 6.8 year:;; 
and forn = 2.5, r = 6years. 

We may also write on this basi - i.vithin the limits of the approximation- for 

n > 2, 

9.3 
T = yn yearS. (37) 

Substituting thi:s value of r in equation (16), we obtain 

~ = .!!..._ vn + r. 
T 9.3 

(38) 

The Value of the Critical Surviving Fraction of the Somatic Cells !*-Upper Limit 
for n.-In order to compute the critical surviving fraction of the somatic cells, j*, 
we shall now make use of the fact that (for white females) the maximal number of 
deaths per year occurs at 80.5 years of age. Our theory demands (29) that the 
maximal number of deaths per year should occur for individuals for whom we have 
r = n - 0.5. Accordingly, we may write t, = 80.5 and r = n - 0.5. We thus 
obtain, from equation (38), 

to = 80.5 vn + n - 0.5 
T 9.3 

(39) 

and, from equation (20), 

In ! = _!__ ( 80
·
5 vn + n - 0.5)

2[1 - _!__ (
80

·
5 vn + n - 0.5)]. (40) 

f* 4m 9.3 2m 9.3 

From this eq uation we may now compute for a given value of n the corre ·ponding 
value off*. Thus we obtain for n = 2, f* ~ 1/ 4 ; for n = 2.5, f* ~ 1/ s; for n = 4, 
(* ~ 1/ )2. 

On this basis we may then write, by a umingf* > 1
/ 12, 

n < 4. (41) 

A value off* ~ 1/ 6 would seem to be rather reasonable and, therefore, we shall 
ador;t, a a reasoltable value for n, the value of 

n ~ 2.5, (42) 
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and, as a reasonable value for r, the corresponding value of 

r = 6 years. 

3!) 

(43) 

We shall in the remainder of the paper base all our discu ·ion on the ·e values of 

nand r. We cannot exclude, of course, the po ibility that n might be somewhat 
larger and that r might be somewhat lower. 

The "Physiological Age."- The general physiological age may be defined for a. 

given population on the basis of its age-specific death rate; according to our theory, 
it may be defined a the age of the genetically perfect female who ha the same 

surviving fraction of the somatic cells, f. Accordingly, we may say that two fe
males, whose genetic makeup differs by fj, faults, differ from each other in their 

physiological age by rfj, year at ufficiently high age , a demanded by the approxi
mation u ed. 

Changing the Load of Faults.-If, as are ult of living under "modern" conditions, 

our load of faults should, in time, be doubled, then the average adult woman would 
live nr years less than she does today. 

For n = 2.5 we have nr = 15 years. Thus the physiological age of the average 

female at 65 would be the same as that of the average 80-year-old woman today. 
If we were to assume that n > 2.5, then nr would amount to more than 15 years 

because nr increases, according to equation (36), with yn. 
A doubling of our load of faults might conceivably occur, in time, through the 

exposure of the population, generation after generation, to ionizing radiation, in an 

in ten ity that doubles the mutation rate. 
Such an increase in our load of faults might perhaps occur also as a result of the 

current practice of controlling the family size. As spelled out below this practice 

might conceivably eliminate one of the selection pressures which have tended to 
keep our load of fault.s low. 

We may, on this occasion, also ask how much advantage the genetically perfect 

(faultless) female would have over the average female of today. Assuming n = 

2.5, we may say, on the basis of considerations similar to tho e pre ented above, 

that the genetically perfect female would at 50 years of age have the same phys
iological.age as the average female of 35 today. Her most probable age at death 

would be 92 instead of 80. If n were larger than 2.5, the advantage of the geneti
cally perfect female would be greater. 

Life-Shortening Effect of Ionizing Radiation on the Adult Offspring of the Exposed 
Population.- Experiments of W. L. Russell have shown that the offspring of mice 

which have been exposed to a dose of fast neutrons have a reduced life-expectancy. 

This has generally been interpreted to mean that exposure of the parents to ionizing 

radiation induces mutations in the germ cells of the gonads and thus "reduces the 

viability" of the offspring. 
From the point of view of our theory, however, we have to distinguish between 

that reduction of the life-expectancy of the off pring which is due to an increased 

mortality of young animals and that reduction which is due to a decrease in the life
expectancy of the adults. All the mutations induced by ionizing radiation may 

contribute to the former, but only the "faults" contribute to the latter. 
In the case of man, at least, it should be po ible to make a fairly clean separation 

between these two categories of life-shortening. In the case of man the U.S. Life 
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Tables show that the number of deaths per year fall , from an initial high value in 
the first year of life, to about 40 per 100,000 per year at the age of 10. Moreover, 
of the few deaths occurring at 10 year of age, a ub tantial fraction is due to acci
dents. Thus we are led to believe that, in the heterozygous individual, mutant 
(incompetent) forms of gene may cau e the death of the embryo, or of the infant 
below 10 year of age, while they do not cause death with an appreciable probability 
after the tenth year of age, unle they represent "faults." Faults increase the age
~:;pecific death rate above 10 years of age only in conjuction with aging hits, and they 
increa. e it appreciably only above 40. 

If we observe the life- hortening of the adult animal in the offspring of an ir
radiated population, re ulting from the induction of faults by ionizing radiation in 
one species, we may be able to predict, on the basis of our theory, the life-shortening 
for another species. This may be seen as follows: 

We obtain from equations (19) and (21) for the relationship between the life
shortening, t:.t per fault, and for the life-span of the specie , t0 , 

t:.t per fault = ::.. = ( j 4m In ]._ + In ~ . ) -I 
~ ~ 1 r r (44) 

The right-hand ide of the eqnation contains only the chromosome number m 
and the critical value f*. Therefore, if two species of mammals have the same· 
value of r and the same chromosome number m, their life-shortening per fault 
cam:ed by exposure of their parents to ionizing radiation amounts to the same frac
tion of their life-span. We may call the ratio the "specific life-shortening" of a 
fault . 

If the two species of mammals may be assumed to have a! o the same number of 
vegetative genes and if the sen itivity of their genes to the ionizing radiation em
ployed may be a sumed to be the same, then the number of faults produced by a 
given dose of radiation will be the same for the two pecies. Thus, according to 
equation ( 44), the radiation exposure will shorten the lives of the two species by the 
same fraction of the life-span. 

If m, the number of their chromosome pairs, i different for the two species, then 
the "specific life-shortening" will be larger for the species which has the smaller 
<.;hromosome number. According to (44), the specific life-shortening increases 
about inversely with v m. The number of chromo orne pairs is 11 for the Chinese 
hamster and 39 for the dog. Therefore, according to (44), the specific life-shortening 
per fault induced may be expected for the Chinese hamster to be higher than for 
the dog by a factor of about 2. 

The mouse ha m = 20 pairs of homologous chromo omes and we may therefore 
estimate the life-shortening of man from the life-shortening of the mouse and vice 
versa, by postulating that the life- hortening per rep in man and in the mou e 
amount to about the same fraction of their life-span. (Some authors believe that 
man is about twice as sensitive to X-rays a.q the mouse and, if they are correct, then 
our estimated value for the life-shortening of mJ.n would be low by a factor of about 
t\\"0. ) 

W. L. Ru ·ell found that an X-ray do ·e of 300, a well as a do e of 600 rep, in
duces 25 X IQ- 8 gene mutations per rep per locus in the spermatogonia of mice. As-
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suming 15,000 loci, we may conclude that an X-ray dose of 667 rep would induce 5 
mutations in the diploid offspring of exposed mice. If we as ume that one-fifth 
of the genes are vegetative genes, then 667 rep of X-rays induce on the average one 
fault in the offspring. Assuming r = 6 years for man, we may thus expect in man 
a life- hortening of the adult offspring of o* = 3.3 day per rep. 

The number of faults induced in the offspring per rep depends on the nature of 
the ionizing radiation, and may be as umed higher for fast neutron than for X-ray . 
Also, in the ca e of X-ray , the number of fault induced might conceivably depend 
not only on the total dose but al o on the dose rate and be lower for lower do e rates. 

The actual value of o* ought to be determined experimentally, for the different 
kinds of ionizing radiations which are of intere t , by direct observation of the life
hor.tening of the adult offspring. Experimental data so far available are inade

quate. 
If the average mutation rate per gene per generation is 1/ 60,000 and if we assume 

for N 1, the number of vegetative genes, N~ = 3000, and for N, the total number of 
genes, N 1 = 15,000 then we obtain for 111, the pontaneous mutation rate of the hap
loid set of vegetative genes, 111 = 0.05, and for !lt, the total pontaneous mutation 
rate of all gene., llt = 0.25. We shall use these values for the purpose of our dis
cus ·ion below. 

The Ui.fe-Shortening Effect of Ionizing Radiation on the Exposed Population.
We may expect ionizing radiation to produce gene mutations in the chromo omes 
of the somatic cells of an exposed individual and we shall assume that the sen itiv
ity of the genes of the somatic cells is about the same as that of the genes in the 
spermatogonia and the oogonia. Because a certain fraction of these mutations, per
haps one-fifth of them, affect vegetative genes, faults are induced in the chromo
some of the somatic cell of the exposed individual. It can be shown that an ex
posure to ionizing radiation which induce on the average one fault per somatic 
cell must reduc on thi · score alon the life-expectancy of the exposed individual 
by about r yean;. If expo ure to ionizing radiation had no other life-shortening 
effect, the life- hortening, o, of the individual in the exposed population would be 
equal too*, the life-shortening of the adult offspring of the expo ed population ( ee 
note 2 added in proof). 

Maternal Selection Pressure against Faults?- It is conceivable that a woman who 
carries a particular fault in her genetic makeup ceases to be capable of bearing 
children r = 6 years earlier, on the average, than her counterpart who lacks that 
particular fault. This i what one would expect on the assumption that the ter
mination of a woman's reproductive period is determined by her physiological age
if a ll other factors are equal. If this assumption i correct, then a powerful selection 
ha operated in the pa t that has tended to keep the load of faults low. 

In the past, infant mortality was high, the birth rate was high, and women kept 
on having children until the end of their childbearing period. Clearly, the ma
ternal selection mentioned above is switched off when women have two or three 
children between the ages of 18 and 25 and then avoid having further children. 

If such a "maternal" selection was the predominating selection of the past, then 
we may expect that, when this selectioii cea e to OJ:erate, our load of fault may 
double, in time. As discussed before, senescence would then et in about 15 years 
earlier. 
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However, even if we as ume the worst in thi respect, our load of faults still can
not increase by more than 2J.LI = 0.1 per generation. This mean that- at the 
worst-it would take 25 generations for our load of fault to double. 

The effect of the "maternal" selection here discussed might be estimated a 
follows: 

Let us single out one vegetative gen~. If a woman carrie , a a heterozygote, 
this particular gene in a mutant form, her phy iological age i r = 6 year higher 
than that of another woman who doe::; not carry thi · particular " fault" but who 
is otherwise identical in her genetic makeup. We now as ume that the "phy -
iological age" sets the termination of the reproductive period, and we take for the 
"most probable duration" of the reproductive period 30 years. Thus the fault 
singled out "most probably" shortens the reproductive period by one-fifth of its 
length. The fertility of younger women is higher than that of older women. Near 
the end of the reproductive period, the (average) time interval between two suc
cessive pregnancies might be by a factor k > 1 (of perhap 2 or 3) longer, than the 
interval between two successive pregnancies, averaged over the whole reproductive 
period. 

If we postulate that thi "maternal" election constitute e entially the ole 
selection pressure against faults, then we may write for the mutation equilibrium 
of the fault, singled out: 

2 ~ = n (45) 
Nl 2 X 5 kNI' 

and, for the value of J-11 = 0.05 per generation, we thus obtain k = n. For 11 = 2.5 
we have 

k = 2.5. (46) 

Under "natural" condition , for young women the average time interval between 
two successive pregnancie might be about 1 year; toward the end of the repro
ductive period it might be about 5 years; and, averaged over the whole reproductive 
perioq of about 30 years, it might be about 2 year . The e values correspond to 
k = 2.5. This coincidence might, of course, turn out to be fortuitou . 

Refinements of the Theory- Specialized Vegetative Genes.- It appears likely that 
there exist genes which are not essential for the functioning of mo t of the omatic 
cells of the adult but each of which is essential for the functioning of one particular 
kind of specialized somatic cell. We shall call the e genes "specialized vegetative" 
genes, and mutant form of such genes we shall call" pecialized faults." 

We shall now ingle out, for the purposes of our di cu ion, pecialized cell which 
::;ynthesize a gene product, a particular enzyme, for in tance, that serves not the 
needs of the e cell themselves but rather those of the organi mas a whole. uch 
specialized cell might in orne cases fulfill their function in the organism by relea ing 
the enzyme into the circulation. 

We may in general a sume that the normal young per on ha a con iderable re
erve of such enzymes, and we shall pecifically as ume, for the purposes of this 

particular discu . ion, that the maximal output of a normal young person is higher 
than the need of the organism by a factor of about 6. 

The maximal output of enzyme by uch a pecialized cell may be assumed to be 
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lower by a factor of 1/ 2 in the heterozygous individual, who has inherited a mutant 
form of the specialized vegetative gene. Further, it may be hown that, for an 
individual who has inherited n = 2.5 faults, the surviving fraction of the omatic 
cells is about one-third at 54 years of age. ince, in the heterozygote, the . pecial
ized cells under discussion carry one additional fault, the surviving fraction of the 
specialized cells will reach one-third about 6 years earlier. Thus, at 48 years of 
age, the maximal output of the enzyme of the surviving specialized cells of the 
heterozygote will be lower, by a factor of about 1/ 6, than for a normal young person. 

On this basis we may then expect that around 50 years of age there may become 
manifest, in such heterozygotes, symptoms of di ease due to the insufficiency of the 
output of one kind of specialized cell. The inheritance of di eases of thi elm; may 
be expected to show a marked degree of dominance. 

Speaking more generally, we may expect to ee in certain heterozygotes, late in 
life, narrowly circumscribed degenerative phenomena which are caused by sp cial
ized faults they have inherited. 

The Number of" egments" per Chromosome.-Instead of a uming that a whole 
chromosome is "destroyed" in one aging hit, we might choo e to assume that the 
elementary step in the process of aging consists in the random destruction of one
half of a chromo orne. The formulas given above remain then unchanged, except 
that we have to write 2m in place of m . As one may see from equation (40), we 
then obtain, for the arne value of n, a higher value for f*. Thus for n = 2.5 we 
obtain f* ~ 1/ 3. Apart from this, the general character of the theory remains un
changed. 

However, one might ask at this point whether one could not generalize the theory, 
presented above, by assuming that each chromo orne consists of g segments and 
that the elementary step in the process of aging con i ts in the random destruction 
of uch segments, independently of each other. By choosing the value of g larger 
and larger, we might then graduaily change the character of the theory and might 
end up with a theory which po tulates that the aging process con ists in a sequence 
of gene mutations of the chromo omes of the somatic cell. 

A theory of this kind would, however, come up against difficulties, which are as 
follows: 

As may be seen from equation (40) (where we now have to write gm in place of 
m), for a fixed value of J*, n goes up roughly parallel with increasing g. A very 
large value of n might, however, be incompatible with the known fertility of con
sanguinous mating . 

Further, as we increa e g, we would also increase the difference of the life-expec
tancy of the female and the male. The male of the species has only one X chromo
orne, while the female has two. Let u di regard here the possibility that a sub
tantial piece of the X chromo orne might be covered, in the male, by genes con

tained in theY chromo orne. Let us also a sume, for the sake of argument, that 
f* has the same value for the male as it has for the female. On the ba i of the e 
assumptions, we may then identify the male, from the point of view of hi life
expectancy, with a female who has suffered g aging hits, prior to birth. Accord
ingly, we may expect the adult male to live a shorter time, by gr year , than the 
adult female. 

Actually, according to the 1949-50 Census, the maximal number of deaths for the 
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white male occurs between the ages of 77 and 78, i.e., three years earlier than for 
the white female. This difference is three years less than what we would expect on 
the basis of our theory, which as umes g = 1 and which gives an estimate for T of 
T = 6 years. This di crepancy indicates that perhap the value off* is somewhat 
larger for the male than for the female. 

Because of the po ibility that this might be the case, we conceivably have 
g = 2 (g = 2 would mean that the elementary process of aging consists in the 
"destruction" of one-half of a chromosome rather than a whole chromosome). 

However, there is no reason to believe that f* may be very much larger for the 
male than for the female. Therefore, the ob erved small difference between the 
life-expectancy of the female and that of the male may rule out a modification of 
the theory that assumes g » 1. 

Experimental Test of the Theory.-The mo t stringent experimental test of the 
validity of'Our theory i likely to come from experiments in which one observes a 
reduction in the life-expectancy of the adult offspring of, say, an irradiated mou e 
population. Experiments of this sort are needed in order to determine the value 
of ~·. Experiments of this sort will also show whether among the different phe
nomena which generally accompany senescence, such as the graying of the hair, 
the loss of accommodation of the eye, etc., there are any which are determined by 
the general physiological age, defined on the basis of the age-specific death rate. 
Arrangements for experiments along these lines are now under discussion. 

I am grateful to Dr. Gertrud Weiss and to Dr. N. Conant Webb, Jr., of the Medical 
School, University of Colorado, for detailed criticism of some of the computations 
involved, and to Samuel W. Greenhouse, of the National Institute of Mental Health, 
for critical evaluation of some of the approximations used. For carrying out 
a~liary computations I am also grateful to Mrs. Dorothy Lathrop, Office of 
Mathematical Research, National Institutes of Health, and to Mrs. Norma French, 
Section on Theoretical Statistics and Mathematics, Biometrics Branch, National 
Institute of Mental Health. 

• The author wTote this paper while serving as consultant to the Basic Research Program, Na
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Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

NOTATIONS 

fis the fraction of the somatic cells which "survive," in the sense of remaining functional up to a 
given age. 

r is the "surviving" fraction of the somatic cells at the age of death. 
r is the number of inherited faults. 
pis the number of inherited faults per chromosome. 
n is the average number of faults per person in the population. 
Tis the basic time interval of the aging process, defined as the average time interval between two 

successive aging hits suffered b.v the chromosomes of the somatic cell. 
m is the number of pairs of homologous chromosomes of the female of. the species. 
x, is the number of aging hits suffered, on the ave1age, by.the chromosome~ of the somatic cells up 

to the age of death, by an· individual who has inherited r faults. 
t, is the age, at-death, of an individual who has inherited r f:mlts. 
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10 is the life-span of the species, defined as the age a.t death of the genetically perfect female who 
did not inherit any faults . 

d(theor.) is the number of deaths per year that will occur in a cohort, as given by the theory. 
d(theor.)max. is the highest number of deaths per year that will occur in a cohort, as given by the 

theory. 
R(theor.) is the ratio of the number of deaths per year and the maximal number of deaths per year 

in a cohort, as given by the theory. 
R(obs.) is the ratio of the number of deaths per year and the maximal number of deaths per year 

in a cohort, as given by the U.S. Life Tables for white females. 
cr is the standard deviation of the Gaussi!l.n that approximates the observed distribution of the 
number of deaths per year, between the ages of 70.5 and 90.5. 
rllo is the specific life-shortening per fault of the species. 
o is the life-shortening per rep for a population that has been exposed to ionizing radiation. 
o• is the life-shortening per rep of the adults in the offspring of a population that h~ been exposed 

to ionizing radiation. 
~o~ 1 is the spontaneous mutation rate of the haploid set of vegetative genes per generation . 
~o~t is the tctalspontaneous mutation rate of all genes in the haploid set. 
N 1 is the haploid number of vegetative genes of the species. 
N 1 is the haploid number of all genes of the species. 
g is the postuhted number of "segments" per chromosome. 

TOTES ADDED IN PROOF 

1. When we say that an aging hit "destroys" a chromosome of the somatic cell, we mean that 
that chromosome has been rendered inactive as far as its vegetative functions are concerned, i.e., 
the genes which the chromosome contains will fail to produce the corresponding gene products. 
The question whether the chromosome is inactivated in any other sense is left open for the present. 
Thus it is left open whether, if a cell containing an inactivated chromosome were to duplicate, the 
inactivated chromosome would or would not duplicate and whether or not it would remain inac
tive after such a duplication. One might, for instance, imagine that the chromosomes of the 
somatic cell contain D:\ A strands which fulfil a vegetative function in the somatic cell by produc
ing the specific gene products but do not duplicate when the cell duplicates. Aging hits would 
then inactivate these vegetative "copies" rather than the genetic copies. The latter would dupli
cate when the cell duplicates and would then produce fresh vegetative copies. This is JUSt one of 
several assumptions which one may make concerning the nature of the aging hits. For the pre!l
ent, we are free to choose among several such ad hoc assumptions. 

2. In the case of exposed animals it is conceivable that their life is shortened, not only through 
the induction of gene mutations in the chromosomes of their somatic cells by the ionizing radia
tion, but perhaps also through some other effects of the ionizing radiation on their somatic cells, 
which may involve the chromosomes or some other components of the cell. Among such effects 
might be the breakage of chromosomes which may lead to the loss of a chromosome. However, 
the theory here presented does not cover the life-shortening effect of ionizing radiation which is 
due to causes other than the induction of gene mutations in the somatic cells of the chromosomes. 
Disregarding such other effects, the "surviving" fraction of the somatic cells of an exposed female 
may be computed on the basis of the faults induced in the chromosomes of her somatic cells by the 
ionizing radiation. For a genetically perfect female who is exposed to a dose of ionizing radiation 
which induces, on the average, p faults per somatic cell, we may write for the "surviving" fraction 
of somatic cells: 

f = [2e -~e- Pl 2m(l - e- t) + e -1~)"', 

for p/Zm<< 1 and p/x<< 1 we may write, in analogy to (13) 

I l 1 (lp ) .[ 1 (tp ]) n - = - - +p 1- - - +p 
f* 4m T 2m T ' 

where lp is the age of death of a genetically perfect female exposed to a dose of ionizing radiation 
that induced an average of p faults in the chromosomes of her somatic cells. 
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Introduction.- This paper repre ents an attempt to de cribe a hypothetical bio
logical process that could conceivably account for the phenomenon of aging. Arring 
manifests itself in much the same general manner in all mammal. , and we are in a 
position to learn enough about the aging of mammals to be able to test the validity 
of a theory that leads to predictions of a quantitative kind- as does the theory 
here presented. 

We know that a gene can be respon iblc for the ynthesis of a specific protein 
molecule, which in many cases has a known enzymatic activity. When we peak 
later of a mutant, or "incompetent," form of a gene, \\'e mean an altered form of the 
gene, which cannot. ynthesize the specific protein molecule in its chemically active 
form. 

Our theory assumes that the elementary step in the proce ·· of aging is an "aging 
hit," which "destroys" a chromosome of the omatic cell, in the en e that it renders 
all genes carried by that chromo ome inactive. The "hit" need not destroy the 
chromosome in a phy ical ·ense. (See note 1 added in proof. ) 

We assume that the "aging hits" are random events and t hat the probability 
that a chromosome of a somatic cell suffers such a "hit'' per unit time remain~; con
stant tluoughout life. We further assume that the rate at which chromo orne: of 

,. 
~, 
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a omatic cell utTer such "hit." i · a characteri tic of the .-pecie - and doe· not vary 
appreciably from individual to individual. 

A a result of an aging process of thi nature, the number of the somatic cell of 
an individual organism \\"hich have "tmrvi\'ed" up to a gi,·en age (in the en e of 
remaining able to fulfil their function in the organi::<m) decrea;;es \\"ith age. On the 
ba. i of our as;;umption ·,spelled out belo\\" the "sun'i,·ing" fraction of the somatic 
cells decrease · \\"ith acre at an accelerating rate. 

0lll' theory postulate. that \rhen f, the sur·\riving fraction of the somatic cells of an 
individual, approaches a certain critical ,·alue, f*, then the probability that that 
individual may die \\"ithin a period of one yrar will come close to 1. On thi · 
basi. , the theory establishes a relationship bet\\·een the ·utYi,·ing fraction of the 
somatic cells and the age of death of the indi,-idual. 

Becau, e the young mammalian organism may be as umed to haYe a large func
tional reserve, we shall assume that the urvi,·inrr fraction of the somatic cells of an 
individual may fall sub.tantially before the organi. m loses it::; capacity to live, per
haps to a value somewhere bet,,· en 1 1

3 and 1 
12• 

The preci e meaning of the term "critical \'alue "f*, "·ill shift a we go from the 
crudest form of the theory, "·hich \\"e hall di:cus · firt, to a le. crude form of the 
theory, "·hich we shall discuRR thereafter. In the crudest form of the theory, we 
. hall aR ume that an adult doc. not die of natural cau.-e. until the sun·i,·ing fraction 
of his somatic cells comes \'cry clo ·e to the critical fraction f* and that he die · at 
the critical age, i.e., within the year in \\·hich this . unri,·ing fraction reaches the 
critical fraction f*. Thus, in its crudest form, the theory postulates that the age 
at death i uniquely determined by the genetic makeup of the individual. 

!early, thi · cannot be ·tricLly true, for, if it were tru , identical twin · would die 
\\"ithin one year of each other. In fact, the mean difference bet.ween the age at 
death of female identical t\\"in can be e timated to b about 3.5 year . The 
di crepancy ari e from the failure of the crude theory to take into account that in a 
cohort of identical indi,·iduals the number of death · per year may be expected to 
ri ·e as a continuous function \\·ith ad,·ancing age and that an appreciable numb r 
of deaths may be expected to occur at ages lo\\" r than the "critical ag ." 

If not othen,-ise stated, our discus ion herr relat . to man and, in particular, to 
the female of th speci s. In the ca e of man, the somatic cell · of the female con
tain m = 23 pairs of homologous chromosome. . There may be in man perhaps 
15,000 gene, . There may be a !urger number of specific D)JA molecule. which 
are inherited from generation to generation, but \\"e designate as "genes" here 
only tho. eDNA molecule. which would handicap the indi,·idual if pre nt in a mu
tant form. An individual who is a heterozygote for a mutant gen might not 
necessarily be handicapped under the conditions prcntiling at pre ·ent in the Cnited 

tates, where essentially no adult die. for lack of food or ::;helter and no adult ha. 
a reduced propensity to procreate because of hi · inabili1y to prO\·ide food or helter 
for his offspring. But such a heterozygote \\"Ould ha\'C bee11 handicapped (accord
ing to our definition of the term "O"ene") under conditions \Yhich were prevalent in 
the pat- up to recent times. The pre ·ent abundance of mutant forms of gene. 
in the population may not correspond to the steady, tate under present conditions. 

\Ve may a ume that the "gene." omehow affect difTerentiation and morpho
gene is during the embryonic development of the individual and that a mutant form 
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of a gene may cau e, with a certain probability- appreciable even in the h tero
zygote-a developmental abnormality of the individual. 

We a sume that among the 15,000 gene, there are perhap 3 000 gene which 
are important for the functioning of the omatic cells of the adult. We hall call 
the e gene '~vegetative genes," and a mutant form of . uch a gene " ·e hall de ig
nate a a "fault." Of the remainder of the gene , we shall as ume that they are 
irrele\"ant for the functioning of the. omatic cells of the adult organism. 

We postulate th:lt, in the cour ·e of aging, a somatic cell r main functional a· 
long a , out of each pair of homologous \'egetative genes at lea t one of the t\\'O 
genes i competent and acti,·e and that the cell cease · to be functional "·hen both 
gene. · are out of action. Accordingly when a chromosome uffer an aging hit, the 
cell will cease to be functional if the homoloo-ou chromo ·orne has either pre,·iou ly 
suffered an aging hit or if it carrie;,; a fault . 

According to the ' ·iews here adopted, the main reru on why some adult live 
shorter Ji,·es and others live longer is the difference in the number of faults they 
have inherited. If we assume that faults are distributed in the population at ran
dom, then we can compute the di tribution of the faults, from the mean value of 
fault per per on (which we hall designate by n). From the observed distribution 
of the age · at death, between seventy and ninety year. of aae, \1-e hall be led to 
conclude that we haven> 2. For n = 2 ,,.e would obtain from the crude theory for 
the critical w-viving fraction of the ·omatic cell f* ~ 1 1

4• For n = -1 ,,.e would 
obtain f* ~ 1/ 12- On thi · basis we hall be I d to conclude that we haven< -:1-. 

'vVe shall, for the purposes of our discu sion, adopt, a: a rea. onable value, n = 2.5, 
and then " ·e obtain f* ~ 1/ 6, which would seem to be a rea. onable value. 

The "Surviving" Fraction of the 'omatic Cells.- \Ve shall now proceed to com
pute the "surviving" fraction of the ·omatic cells of a female who ha inherited r 
faults, as a function of her age. 

We designate by~ the average number of "aging hit ·" that have been uffcred by 
a chromo. ome of a .omatic cell, and we may write 

~ = __!__ ao-e 
2m r' 

(1) 

where r 1 the average time interval between t,,.o ub equ nt aging hits uffered 
in toto by the m pairs of homologou chromo orne contained in a omatic cell. 
We may call this average time interval r the "ba. ic time inteiTal of the aging 
process." 

Let us now con. ider a female who has inherited r faults. If none of the pairs of 
homologous chromo. omes contain more than on fault- a condition likely to be 
fulfilled if r is small compared to m- then we may write for the " urvi,·ing" frac
tion of her somatic cells at a given age 

J = [1 - (1 - e-~) 2 Jm - re-r~ (2) 
or 

ln f = (m - r ) ln [l - (1 - e-~)2] - r~. (:3) 

For~« 1 we may write, from equation (3), neglecting 111~ 1 andre, etc., 

ln ~ = m(e - P) + r(~ - e). 
r 

(4) 
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2m' 

In 
1 

= m[~ + pf. [l - (~ + p)], 
J 

pro\·icled r « .G « :2m (i.e., p « ~ - 1) 

In 1 = 1111) 2(1 - lJ)' 
J 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

\\·here 1J = ~ + p. In place of equation (7) we may write, in our approximation, 

( ) 

We may also write itl\'ersely 

1J = lu 
1 

(9) 

or, expanding, 

~ 1 1 1 1 
1J = . In f + ln . 

~~ ~ . 2m .f 
(10) 

According to the ns. umption of the crude theory, .f, the surviving fraction of the 

somatic cell ·, reachm; the critical value f* at the age of death, which we de ignate 

by t,. Further, we designate by :r, the average number of aging hiL suffered in 

toto, up to the age of death, by the m pair · of homologous chromosomes of the 

somatic celll'i. Thu::; we have, aL the age of death, 

and 

.t:, = ~ = 2m~ 

1) = 

T 

.t, + r 
2m 

(ll) 

(12) 

Accordingly, we may write allhe age of death, where we htt\'ej = j*, from equation 

( ) . 
In 1 = (.r, + r)2 (1 - .r, + ,.). 

f* 4m 2m 

Himilarly, we may write at the age of death , from equation (10), 

~ 1 1 
.r, + r = 4m In + In 

J* .f* 
(14) 

01' 
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~ 
-

l , 1 1 + r = 4m ln - + In 
T r r· (15) 

For the genetically perfect female, for whom we haw• r = 0, we shall de. ignate the 
age at death by t0• We :hall callt0 the "life-span" of the . pecies. 

or 

or 

From equation (15) we may write for , the life-span , lo, 

t, + r = lo 
T T 

t, = lo - Tl" 

lo - t, 
r = 

T 

(16) 

( 17) 

(1 ) 

A may be seen from equation (17), the addition of one fault to the ,.enetic makeup 
of an individual shortens the life of that individual by ~t = T , so that we may wrile 

t::..t per fault = T. (1 !)) 

Thi expre. e one of the ba ic re. ulis of our theory . Accordin<r to equation (19), 
an individual who e genetic makeup contains one fault more than another indiYidual 
has a life-expectancy which is shorter by T , the basic time intetTal of the aging proc
ess. This holds true ,,·ithin the crude theory for indi,·iduals who haYe inheriLPrl a 
sma ll number of fault . 

Concerning th lile-span, t0, we may \\Tite, from equations (11), (1:3 ) , and (1()) 

In _!_ = ~ (0.)2(1 - 1 lo) 
f* ..J.m T 2m T ' 

(20) 

and, from equations (15) and (16) , we may write 

to ~ I l = -±mIn +In . 
T .r* .r* 

(21) 

The Distn"bution of the Ages at Death.- The abO\'C equations hold within th0 
framework of the crude form of the theory. ln thi ' form of the theory members 
of one cohor t ,,·ould die only in certain year: at lhe critical arres, t, and thu. 
the year in which death occur within one cohort ,,·ould be separated from C'ach 
other by time intervals of T years; no deaths would occur in the intervening years. 

Further, if t he distribution of the faults in the population is random, tlwn the 
number of deaths, P,, occmring at Parh age, is gi\'Pn hy the Poisson distribution: 

r -n n e 
P, = -

r! 
(22) 

lo - l where, according to equation (1 ) , ,,.e haxe r = ' and whC'rC' n . tands for the 
T 

average number of fault per indi,ridual. 
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The di tribution of the ages at death in the population is actually a continuou, 
function of the age. Even though the probability that an individual may die 
within a year may increa e rather teeply as the sw·,"iving fraction of his omatic 
cell approaches the critical value j*, genetically identical indi,"idual · do not all die 
at the same a"'e. The observed mean age difference at death of identical t\\-ins 
may be re"'arded a a mea me of the scattering of the ages at death, \Yhich i left out 
of account by the crude form of the theory and to which we hall refer as the "non
genetic cattering." 

For the time being, we hall continue to leaxe thi non-genetic , cattering out of 
account; yet, for the sake of COilYenience '"e hall henceforth de cribe th di tribu
tion of the age at death by P (r ), a continuou fw1ction of r , in place of th discon
tinuous "Poisson" value. , P,. For P(r) we may write 

r 

P(r) = _ n_ e- " 
r (r + I ) 

(23) 

where r represent. the gamma function (\Yhich for integral values of r + 1 as. umes 
the values of r!) and where we have 

to - t 
r = --. (24) 

T 

For the number of deaths occmring within a cohort per unit time, we may then 
write, according to our theory, 

d(theor.) 

From equation (24) we obtain 

dr n' _,. 
- --- e 

d>· 

dt 

dt r (r + l) 

1 

T 

Thus we may write, from equation (25), 

1 n' 
d(theor.) = - - - e-" per year, 

T r(r + I) 

where r is given by equation (24) and where r is expre ed in year . 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The approximation u, ed throughout this paper holds for mall values of r, which 
corre pond to high age at death. We may say that at high age of death the di -
tribution of a"'e at death in the population i represented by a rever ed Poisson 
di. tribution (27), where ·mall values of r correspond to high ages at death. 

Lower Limit for n.- We hall now proceed to compare the di tribution of the 
ages at death, as given by our formula (27), with the actually ob erved distribution 
of the ages at death, a given by the .S. Life Tables, based 011 the 1949- 50 Censu . 

For the purposes of thi com pari on, we shall use Table 6 for white females, which 
lists the number of death per year, in yearly intervals, a. a function of age. Ac
cording to thi table, the maximal number of deaths occurs between th eightieth 
and eighty-fir t year; the corresponding maximal number of death per year i 
0.0344 per person. 
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The di tribution of the age: at death is not symmetrical around the a.,.e at the 

maximum, t* = 0.5 year of age; the number of death· per year fall fa. ter toward 

higher ages than toward lower ages. Thu the table li ts, for the number of death 

per year, 0.0230 per person between the age · seventy and se1·enty-one and 0.0179 

per per. on bet\\·een the age of ninety and ninety-one. 
We may derive from this table a "normalized" distribution of tlw age at death by 

forming R(obs.), the ratio of the number of deutht; per year and the maximal number 

of death. per year, 0.03+1. Thu 11·e obtain R(obs.) = 0.667 at 70.5 years of age; 

R(ob .) = 1 at 0.5 years of arre; R(obs.) = 0.520 at 90.5 year~ of a.,.e. 

We may simi larly obtain from the number of deaths per year, given a a function 

of age by the theory a "normalized" distribution of thl.' arres at death, by formin.,. 

R(theor. ), the ratio of the number of death, per year .,.i,· n by equation (27) and 

the maximal number of death. per year given by d(theor.) 1111,x.: 

d( h . ) _ 1 _, { n' ( 
t COl. max. - - e -- ( . 

T r (r+l) max. 

(2 ) 

If "·e designate by r* the \ 'alue of r for which this exprl.'ssion bl.'come · maximal, 

we may \\Tite, for n ~ 2, 

r* ~ n- 0.5. (29) 

Accordingly ll"e may write 

R (theor. ) = d(theor.) n' r <,+o.o> 
l(th ) = n(n .,A" O.o) r- . · 

G eor. max. - (r + 1) 

(30) 

We may now ask for what value of n would the normalized Poi on distribution, 

R(theor. ) fit R (obs.), both abo1·e and below 0.5 years of ago so that we h:wc for a 

·uitably cho en value of t::.r, for r= r"' + !:::.1", R (theor. ) = 0.!)67 (the value of R(obs.) 

at 70.5 years of a.,. ) and that \\"C also ha1·e, for r = 1·* - !:::.r, R (thl.'or. ) = 0.520 

(the value of R (obs.) at 90.5 years of age). 
It turn out that uch a fit i. possible only for a value of n \\·hich is very close to 

n = 2. For the corre. ponding value of t::.r we obtain t::.r = 1.-1-. For the con·e

sponding value of T we may write 

10 
T = - years. 

!:::.r 

For n = 2 and with !:::.1" = 1.-!, 1re obtain T = 7.15 years. 

(31) 

For values of n which are substantially larger than 2, it i · not po. sible to fit the 

normalized Poisson distribution R(theor. ) to R(obs. ) in this manner. If R (theor. ) 

i made equal to 0.520 (the 1•alue of R(obs.) at 90.5 years of a.,.e) for r = r* - /:::.T, 

then, for 7' = r* + t::.r, 11·o have R (theor. ) < 0.667 (the value of R(ob .) at 70.

year of age). 
Because there i rea on to believe that, belo"· 0.5 years of ag , the crude theory 

gives too low values for R(theor. ), we cannot xclude the po ibility that w have 

n > 2. Therefore, from tho fact that R (theor. ) derived from the crude theory fit 

R(obs. ) for n = 2 between the ages of 70.5 and 90.5, 11·e may not conclude that 11·o 

actually haven = 2, and we may only conclude that w have 
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n ~ 2. (32) 

Approximation of the Poisson Dis1ribution by a Gaussian Relationship between r 
and n.- R (the01·. ) given by equation (30) goes over into a Gau ian for n » 1. 
For a Gaus,.;ian, the value of R(theor.) = 0.667 (the value of R(ob .) at 70.5 year 
of age) correspond to a di tance from the maximum of 0.9 rT, \Yhere rT is the. tand
ard de\' iation of the Gau, ian. • imilarly, R(theor.) = 0.520 (the ,-alue of R(obs. ) 
at 90.5 years of age) corr ·pond. to a di. Lance from the maximum of 1.1-!rT. Thu 
the time interval of 20 years around the maximum corresponds to 2.0-irT, and hence 
we h ::we 

20 Cf,f' 
rT = 

2
_
04 

years = % year (33) 

Because the variance of a Poisson distribution is given by its mean, n, we may 
write (for n » 1) 

(3-!) 

or 

(T 

T =- (35) vn' 
9. 

and thus we obtain r = _ r years. 
·vn 

While equation (:H) holds, strictly speaking, only for large value of n, the error 
mall even for n = 2. 

For n = 2 from rquation (3 -) \\'£'obtain r = 6. 2 in place of the previously given 
value of r = 7.15. 

For n = 2.5 from (35) we obtain r = 6.2 yean; in place of the "correct" value of r 
= 6.3 years, " ·hich we find by fitting the "normalized" Poisson distribution, a. 
well as po sible, to R(obs.) . 

Thus, for most of our purpo. e. '"e may use equation (35) for value of n for n ~ 2 
From equation (35) " ·e obtain 

(36) 

where nr represents the aYerage life-shortening caused by the "load of fault ," 
n. , 'ince the value of rT is empirically fixed, the higher we a· ·ume n to be, the 
higher is the life-shortening effect "·hich " ·e must attribute to it. In thi en. e, the 
life-shortening eiTect of the mutation load increa e \\"ith vn. 

Correction o.f r .for the Non-genetic Scattering of the Ages at Death.- Becau e the 
non-genetic ·caitering of the age. at death ha · o far not been taken into account 
by u ·, the obsen'ed distribution of the ages at death may be expected to be actually 
Homewhat broader, and, accordingly, the actual value of r may be expected to be 
somewhat lower than the values gi\'en above. 

The mean age difference at death between female identical twins ha. been re
ported by Franz ,J. Kallman to be about 2.6 years for t\\·ins dying above the age 
of ()0. From this value we may estimate, on the basi of the Life Table., th mean 
age difference at death of female identical twin who die a. adult above the age 
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of 40 to be 3.4 years. If the distribution of the age at death of genetically identi

!::al individuals re embled a Gaus:;iao, then the nuiance of the distribution of the 
ages at death in the population would be equal to the sum of the variance of this 

Gau ian and that of our theoretical eli tribution of the ages at death. By making 

such an as ·umption, for the purpo es of thi;; computation, W<' may then correct 
the values ofT, gi,·en above, as folio\\· : 

From the fact that the mean aue difference at death of female identical twin may 

be taken to be about 3.4 years, it follows that the standard deYiation of the distribu

tion of their age. at death i. about 3 year . rsing thi value, we find that the non

genetic scattering increase the variance of the di tribution of the age at death by 
a factor of about 1.1 and, accordingly, the pre\·iously given value of T mu t be 

reduced by 5 per cent. 
Thus \Ye may now write, for the corrected values ofT, for n = 2, T = 6. years; 

and for n = 2.5, T = 6 year·. 
We may al. o m·ite on this basi. within the limits of the approximation- for 

n > 2, 

9.3 
v'n year. T= (37) 

Sub tituting thi value of Tin equation (16), we obtain 

lo t, _ 1 
- = - v n + r. 
T 9.3 

(3 ) 

The Value of the Critical Surviving Fraction of the Somatic Cells f*- Upper Limit 
for n.- In order to compute the critical urviving fraction of the omatic cells, f* 
we shall now make u ·e of the fact that (for white females) the maximal number of 

death per year occur at 0.5 years of age. Our theory demands (29) that the 

maximal number of deaths per year should occur for individuals for whom we have 

r = n - 0.5. Accordingly, we may write t, = 0.5 and r = n - 0.5. We thu 

obtain, from equation (3 ), 

T 

0 5 _ r 
- · vn + n- 0.5 
9.3 

(39) to 

and, from equation (20), 

In - = - - vn + n - 0.5 1 - - vn + n - 0.5 . 1 1 (80.5 )
2

[ 1 ( 0.5 )] 
f* 4m 9.3 2m 9.3 

( -1:0) 

From this equation we may no"· compute for a given value ot n the corresponding 

value off*. Thus we obtain for n = 2, f* ~ 1/ 4 ; for n = 2.5, f* ~ 1/ 6 ; for n = 4, 

{* ~ 1/ 12· 

On thi basi we may then write, by assuming!*> 1/ 12, 

n < 4. (41) 

A value off* ~ 1/ 6 ,,·otdd seem to be rather reasonable and, therefore we . hall 

adopt, as a reasonable value for n, the value of 

n ~ 2.5, (42) 
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and, a. a rea onable Yalue for •, the con·e, ponding Yalue of 

' = 6 years. 

39 

(43) 

We shall in the remainder of the paper base all our discussion , on the ·c Yalue of 
nand '· We cannot exclude of course, the po. t'ibility that n might be , ommYhat 
larger and that ; might be some\\·hat lower. 

The "Physiological Age."- The general pby ioloO'ical age may be defined for a 
given population on the ba i of its age-specific death rate; according to our theory, 
it may be defined a. the age of the genetically perfect female who has the arne 
surviving fraction of the somatic c 11 , .f. Accordingly, \\'e may ay that. two fe
male , " ·ho e genetic makeup di!Ters by ~ fault::;, differ from each other in their 
physiological age by rtl years at sufficiently high age 

1
a demanded by the approxi

mation used. 
Changing the Load of Faults. If, as are ·ult of li\•ing under "modern" conditions, 

our load of fault should, in time, be doubled, then the average adult woman would 
liven; year less than he does todny. 

For n = 2.5 we haven; = 15 year . Thus the physiological age of the average 
female at 65 \\'Ould be the same as that of the average 0-year-old woman today. 

If we ,,·ere to a ·:,mme that n > 2.5, then n; would amount to more than 15 year 
becau en; increase 'according to equation (;36) ' with vn. 

A doubling of out· load of faults might conceivably occur, in time, through the 
exposure of the population, generation after generation, to ionizing radiation, in an 
in ten ity that double the mutation rate. 

Such an increase in our load of fault · might perhaps occur also as a re ·ult of the 
current practice of controlling the family size. A. spelled out below thi. practice 
might conceivably eliminate one of the selection pre. ure " ·hich have tended to 
keep our load of fault lo\\'. 

We may, on this occa ion, also a k how much advantage the genetically perfect 
(faultless) female would have 0\·er the average female of today. A uming n = 
2.5, we may say, on the basis of con ·ideration imilar t.o those pre ented above, 
that the genetically perfect female " ·ould at 50 year of age have the same phy -
iologieal age a the average female of 35 today. Her most probable age at death 
would be 92 instead of 0. If n were larger than 2.5, the ad \'antage of the geneti
cally perfect female would be greater. 

Life-Shortening Effect of Ionizing Radiation on the Adult Offspring of the Exposed 
Population.- Experiments of W. L. Russell have shown that the off pring of mice 
which have been exposed to a do. e of fast neutron. ha\'C a reduced life-expectancy. 
Thi ha generally been interpreted to mean that expo ure of the par nt · to ionizing 
radiation induces mutations in the germ cells of the gonad. and thu "r duces the 
viability" of the offspring. 

From the point of view of our theory, ho\\'ever, we ha,·e to di tingui h between 
that reduction of the life-expectancy of the offspring "·hich i due to an increa ed 
mortality of young animals and that reduction which i, due to a decrea e in the life
expect.ancy of the adult . All the mutations induced by ionizing radiation may 
contribute to the former, but only the "faults" contribute lo the latter. 

In theca e of man, at lea t, it should be pos. ible to make a fairly clean ·eparation 
between the e t\\·o categories of life- hortening. In the case of man the tJ., . Life 
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Table show that the number of death. per year falL, from an initial high \·alue in 

the first year of life, to about -10 per 100,000 per year at the ao-e of 10. :\[oreo,·er, 

of the few deaths occurring at 10 year:-; of age, a substantial fraction is due to acci

dent . Thus w are led to belie,·e that, in the heterozygous individual, mutant 

(incompetent) form. of genes may caus the death of the embryo, or of the infant 

belo"· 10 years of age, '' hile they do not cause cleat h with an appreciable probability 

after the tenth year of age, unless they represent "faults." Fault. increase the age

specific death rate abo,·e 10 year~ of age only in conjuction with aging hit. , and they 

increase it appreciably only above -!0. 

If we observe the life-shortening of the adult animal in the oflspring of an ir

radiated population, re:ulting from the induction of faults by ionizina radiation in 

one species, we may he able to predict , on the ba:-:is of our theory, the life-shortening 

for another specie.. Thi. may be seen as follows: 

We obtain from quations (19) and (21) for the relationship between the life

~hortening, D.t per faul~and for the life-span of the species, 10, 

D.t per fault r (~ · 1 1 1 ) -
1 

--- = = -.m n + In . 
~ ~ r r ( .f-!) 

The right-hand side of the equation contains only the chromo ome number m 

and the critical value f*. Therefore, if b\·o species of mammal haxe the . ame 

value off* and the same chromosome number m, their life-shortening per fault 

cam;ed by exposure of their parent · to ionizing radjation amounts to the same frac

tion of their life-span. We may call the ratio the "spPcifir life-shortening" of a 

fault. 
If th two species of mammah; may bP assumed to htwe a!. o the same number of 

vegetative aene and if th sensitiYity of their o-enes to the ionizing radiation em

ployed may be assumed to b the . ame, then the number of faults produeed by a 

given do ·e of radiation will be the . ame for the two pecie ·. Thu , according to 

equation ( 4-!) , the radiation exposure will shorten the lives of the two specie. by the 

same fraction of the life- ·pan. 
If m, the number of their chromosome pairs, is different for the t,,.o specie:, then 

th "specific life-shortenino-" " ·ill be larger for the species \Yhich has th smaller 

chromo ·ome number. According to (4-1), the specific life-, horiening increase. 

about im'ersely with vm. The number of chromosome pair. is ll for the hine. e 

ham. ter and 39 for the dog. Therefore, according to (44), the . pecific life-shortening 

per fault induced may be expected for the Chinese hamster to bl' higher than for 

the dog by a factor of about 2. 
The mouse has m = 20 pain; of homologous chromosomes and ,,·e may therefore 

e. timate the life-shortening of man from the life-shortening of the mouse and ' ·ice 

ver ·a, by postulating that the life-. hortening pet· rep in man and in the mouse 

amount to about the same fraction of their life-span. (. ome authors belic,-e that 

man is about b\·ice as ensiti,·e to X -mys a;; the mouse and, if they ar correct, then 

our estimated value for the life-shortening of nun would bP low by a factor of about 

t\rO. ) 
W. L. Ru. ell found that an X-ray do. e of :300, a: ,,·ell as ados of 600 rep, in

duce. 25 X 10-s gene mutations per rep per locu in the spermatoo-onia of mice. A .. -
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uming 15,000 loci, we may conclude that an X-ray do e of 667 rep \Yould induce 5 
mutations in the diploid offspring of exposed mice. If we a. ume that one-fifth 
of the genes a re vegetative genes, then 667 rep of r -ray induce on the averaae one 
fault in the offspring. A .. uming r = 6 year for man, we may thu expect in man 
a life-shortening of the adul t off pring of o* = 3.3 day per rep. 

The number of fault induced in the off pring per rep depend on the nature of 
the ionizing radiation, and may be a umed higher for fast neutron than for X-ray·. 
AI o, in the ca. e of X-rays, the number of faults induced might conceivably depend 
not only on the total do ·e but al o on the dose rate and be ]o,,·er for lo,,·er do ' e mte . 

The actual value of o* ought to be determined experimentally, for the different 
kind · of ionizing radiation which are of intere t, by direct ob en ·ation of the life
shortening of the adul t off pring. Experimental data o far avai lable are inade
quate. 

If the average mutation rate per gene per generation is 1/60,000 a,nd if ,,.e a ume 
for N,, the number of vegeta,tive genes, , = 3000, and for N 1 the total number of 
genes, N 1 = 15,000 then we obtain for Jl. ,, the spontaneou mutation rate of the hap
loid set of vegetati,·e genes, J1. 1 = 0.05, and for J.ltl the total spontaneou, mutation 
rate of all genes, 11: = 0.25. We shall use thee value for the purpo. es of our dis
cu ion beJo,,·. 

The Life- hortening bJJect of I onizing Radiation on the E:rposed Population.
We may expect ionizing mdiation to produce gene mutations in the chromo orne 
of the somatic cell s of an exposed individual and we sha ll as. ume that the en. itiv
ity of the genes of the somatic cells is about the same a. that of the gene in the 
spermatogonia and the oogonia. Because a certain fraction of these mutations, per
haps one-fifth of them, affect vegetat ive genes, faults a re induced in the chromo
some· of the somatic cells of the exposed individual. It can be shown that an ex
po ure to ionizing mdiation which induces on the average one fault per somatic 
cell mu t reduc on thi core a lonf-the life-expectancy of the exposed individual 
by about r year. . If expo ure to ionizing radiation had no other life-. horten ing 
effect, the life- ·hortening, o, of the individual in the expo ed population would be 
equal too*, the life-shortening of the adul t off ·pring of th expo ed population ( 'ee 
note 2 added in pmof). 

Maternal Selection Pressure against Faults?- It i. conceivable that a woman who 
carries a particular fault in her genetic makeup cea ·es to be capable of bearing 
children r = 6 year · earlier, on the average, than her counterpart who lack. that 
particular fault. Thi: i what one ,,·ould expect on the assumption t hat the ter
mination of a woman' reproductive period i determin d by her phy ·iological ag 
if all other factors are equal. If thi. a sumption is correct, then a pO\Yerful . el ction 
has operated in the pa t that ha ·tended to keep the load of faults low. 

In the pa t, infant morta lity wa high , the birth rate was high, and women kept 
on having children until the end of their childbearing period. Clearly, the ma
ternal selection mentioned above i switched off when women have two or thr e 
children between the ages of 1 and 25 and then avoid ha,rjng further children. 

If such a "maternal" selection wa the predominating . election of the past, then 
we may expect that, when this selection cea:e to operate, our load of fau lt. may 
double, in time. As di. cussed before, sene cence ,,·ould then set in about 15 year· 
earlier. 
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However, even if we a ume the wor tin this re pect, our load of faul ts till can

not increa e by more than 2J.LI = 0.1 per generation. Thi mean that- at the 

wor t- it would take 25 generation for our load of faults to double. 
The effect of the "maternal" election here di cu sed might be estimated a 

follows: 
Let u single out one vegetative gene. If a "·oman carrie , a. a heterozygote, 

this particular gene in a mutant form, her physiological aae i r = 6 year ' higher 

than that of another womQ1 who does not carry this particular "fault' but who 

i otherwise identical in her genetic makeup. v e now a ume that the "phy -

iological age" et.' the termination of the reproductiv period, and we take for the 

"mo t probable dw-alion" of the reproductive period 30 years. Thu the fault 
. ingled out "mo t probably" shortens the reproducti,· period by one-fifth of it 

length. The fertility of younger women is higher than that of older ,,·omen. -:\fear 

the end of the reproductive period, the (a \'erage) time interntl bct\\·een two uc
ce sive prcgnancie might be by a factor k > 1 (of perhap ' 2 or 3) longer than the 

i11terval between two ucce ive pregnancies, averaged over the whole reproductiv 

period. 
If we po tulate that thi · "maternal" selection con titutes e entially the ole 

selection pre ure again t faul ts, then we may write for the mutation equilibrium 

of the fault, ingled out: 

2 ~ = n (45) 
N! 2 X 5 k I' 

and, for the value of J.LI = 0.05 per generation, '"e thu ·obtain k = n. For 11 = 2.5 

we have 

k = 2.5. (46) 

nder "natural" condition , for young women the average time interval between 

two ucce ive pregnancie might be about 1 year; toward the end of th repro
ductive period it might be about 5 year ; and, averaged over the whole reproductive 

period of about 30 year , it might be about 2 years. The.-e values corre pond to 

k = 2.5. Thi coincidence might, of course, turn out to be fortuitous. 
Refinements of the Theo1·y- Specialized Vegetative Genes.- It appear likely that 

there exist gene \Yhich are not essential for the functioning of most of the omatic 

cells of the adult but each of which is e entia! for the functionina of one particular 
kind of specialized omatic cell. We sha ll call the e gene. "specialized vegetative" 

genes, and mutant forms of such gene. we shall call "specialized fault ." 
We ha ll now ingle out, for the purpo es of our discu sion, specialized cell which 

synthesize a gene product, a particular enzyme, for in tance, that serve not the 

needs of these cell them elve but rather those of the organism a a who! . uch 

·pecialized cells might in some ca es fulfill their function in the organi m by relea ing 

the enzyme into the circulation. 
We may in general a ume that the normal young person ha a considerable re

erve of uch enzyme , and we shall specifically a sume, for the purpose of thi 

particular discussion, that the maximal output of a normal young per on i higher 

than the need of the organism by a factor of about 6. 
The maximal output of enzyme by uch a specialized cell may be a· umed to be 
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lo,,·er by a factor of 1/2 in the heterozyaous individual, " ·ho ha ' inherited a mutant 
form of the specialized veaetati,·e gene. Further, it may be sh0\\"11 that, for an 
indi\·idual who has inherited n = 2.5 faults, the RUIYiving fraction of the somatic 
cells iR about one-third at 5-t years of age. Hince, in the heterozygote, the special
ized cells under discussion carry one additional fault, the sun·i,·ina fraction of the 
specialized cell,.; ,,·ill reach one-third about () year.- earlier. Thus, at -! year:'i of 
age, the maximal output of the enzyme of the RUITi,·ing specialized cells of th 
heterozygote will be lower, by a factor of about 1 

6, than for a normal young per on. 
On thi. basis ,,-e may then expect that around 50 years of age there may become 

manifest, in uch heterozygote;;, . ymptoms of di ·ea e due to the insufficiency of the 
output of one kind of specialized cell. The inheritance of disease:-; of this class may 
be expected to , ho,,- a marked degree of dominance. 

peaking more generally, we may expect to . ee in certain heterozygote::;, late in 
life, narrowly circum cribed decrenerative phenomena which are caused by ·pecial
ized faults they ha,·e inherit d. 

The amber of " egments" per Chromosome.- Instead of assuming that a ,,·hole 
chromosome iR "de. troyed" in one agino- hit. " ·e might choose to as,.;ume that the 
elementary t p in the proccs. of aging ronsiRts in the random de. truction of one
half of a chromo. ome. The formulas given above<flliDTr mainl unchanged xcept 
that we have to write 2m in place of m. As one may :-ee fron'f equation (40), ,,-e 
then obtain, for the ·ame value of n, a higher value for f*. Thus for n = 2.5 we 
obtain f* ~ 1 

3. Apart from this, the general character of the theory remains un
changed. 

Ho,,·ever, one might a kat this point ,,·hether one could not generalize the theory 
presented above, by assuming that each chromo·ome consi::;ts of g eament and 
that the elementary step in the proce::;s of aging con. ists in the random de::;truction 
of uch segments, independently of each other. By choosing the ,-alue of g larger 
and larger, we might then gradually change the character of the theory and might 
end up with a theory which postulate. that the aging proces~ consi. t. in a . equence 
of gene mutations of the chromosomes of the. omatic cell. 

A theory of this kind would, howe,·er, come up against difficulties, which are a 
folio"· · : 

A. may be , een from equation (40) (where we now have to \\"l'ite gm in place of 
m), for a fixed value of j*, n goes up roughly parallel with increasing g. A very 
large value of n might, however, be incompatible with the known fertility of con
sanguinous mating . 

Further, as we increa e g, we would also increa e the difference of the life-expec
tancy of the female and the male. The male of the pPcie. ha only one X chromo
some, while the female has two. Let us disreo-ard here the possibility that a ub
stantial piece of the X chromo.-ome might be co,·ered in the male, by gene. con
tained in the Y chromosome. Let u · also a Pume, for the sake of argument, that 
f* has the same value for the male as it has for the female. On the ba is of these 
assumptions, we may then id ntify the male, from th point of ''iew of his life
expectancy, with a female who has suffered g aging hits, prior to birth. Accord
ingly, we may expect the adult male to live a shorter time, by gT year,, than the 
adult female. 

Actually, according to the 19-±9- 50 Census, the maximal number of death forth 

• 
' 
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\rhite male occurs bet\\·een the arre of 77 and 7 , i.e., three years earlier than for 
the white female. Thi difference is three year:;; I e . . than \rhat we ,,·ould expect on 
the basi of our theory, which assume;; g = 1 and which give · an e timate for r of 
r = 6 years. Thi discrepancy indicate that perhap th value off* i omewhat 
larger for the male than for the female. 

Becau e of the pos ibility that thi might be the ca-e, we conceivably have 
g = 2 (g = 2 ,,·ould mean that the elementary proce of aginrr consists in the 
"destruction" of one-half of a chromosome rather than a whole chromosome). 

However, there is no rea 'On to belie\·e that f* may be very much larger for the 
male than for the female. Therefore, the ob en·ed small difference between the 
li.fe-exp ctancy of the female and that of the male may rule out a modification of 
the theory that a sume g » 1. 

Experimental Test of the Theory.- The mo:t strino-ent experimental te ' t of the 
validity of our theory i. likely to come from experiment in which one ob erves a 
reduction in the life-expectancy of the adult offspring of, say, an irradiated mouse 
population. Experiment , of this ort are needed in order to determine the value 
of B*. Experiment ' of this ·ort will also ·how whether among the different phe
nomena which generally accompany . enescence, . uch a · the graying of the hair, 
the lo of accommodation of the eye, tc., there are any \rhich are determined by 
the general physiological age, defin d on the basis of the age-specific death rate. 
Arrangement for experiment alonrr these line are now under di cu . ion. 

I am grateful to Dr. Gertrud Weiss and to Dr.?\. Conant Webb, Jr., of the Medical 
chool, Univer ity of olorado, for detailed criticism of some of the computations 

involved, and to Samuel W. Greenhouse, of the National Institute of Mental Health, 
for critical evaluation of ome of the approximation used. For carrying out 
auxiliary computations I am a! o grateful to ilir . Dorothy Lathrop, Office of 
Mathematical Research, National Institutes of Health, and to l\lrs. i\orma French, 
Section on Theoretical tati tic and 1athematics, Biometric Branch, National 
Institute of Mental Health. 

*The author wrote tllis paper while erving as consultant to the Basic Re earch Program, Na
tional Institute of Mental Health, National Institutes of Health, .. Puhlic Health ervice, 

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

NOTATIONS 

f i the fraction of the somatic cells" hich "survive," in the sense of remaining functional up to u 
given age. 

f* is the "surviving" fraction of the somatic cells at the age of death. 
r is the number of inherited faults. 
pis the number of inherited faults per chromosome. 
n is the avernge number of fault per person in th<' population . 
r is the basic time interval of the aging proce!~, d?fined as the average tim interval between two 

succe sive 9.ging hits suffered by the chrom. somes of the somatir cell. 
m is the number of pairs of homologous chromcFomes of the female of the species. 
x, is the number of aging hits suffered, on the average, by the chromosome!' of the somatic cells up 

to the age of death, by an individual who ha inherited r faults. 
t, is the age, at death, of an individual who has inherited r frLults. 
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lo is the life- pan of the species, defined as the age at death of the genetically perfect female who 
did not inherit any faults. 

d(theor.) is the number of deaths per year that will occur in a cohort, as given by the theory. 
d(theor.)max. is the highe t number of deaths per ~·ear that ,,;11 occur u1 a cohort, as given by the 

theory. 
R(theor.) is the ratio of the number of deaths per year and the maximal number of death per year 

in a cohort, n given by th theory. 
R(obs.) is the ratio of the number of deaths per year and the maximal number of death per year 

in a cohort, as given by the C" .. Life Tables for white female . 
u is the standard deviation of the Gaussi!ln that approximate the ob erved eli tribution of the 
number of death per ~·ear, bet\\ een the ages of 70.5 and 90.5 . 
r / 10 is the specific life-shortening pe1 fault of thP spe<'ies. 
5 is the life- hortening per rPp for a population that ha been expo ed to ionizing radiation. 
5* is the life-shortening per rep of the adults in the offspring of a population that has been exposed 

to ionizmg radiation. 
~''is the spontaneous mutation rate of the haploid set of vegetative genes per generation . 
llt is the total spontaneous mutation rate of a ll genes in the haploid set. 
N, is the haploid number of vegetative genes of the species. 
N, i the haploid number of all genes of the species. 
g is the postuhted number of "segments" per chromosome. 

~OTE. ADDED IN PROOF .. 
I. \\' hen we say that an aging hit "de troys'' a chromosome of the somatic cell, we mean that 

that chromosome has been renderpc] inactive as far as it vegetative function are concerned, i.e., 
the genes which the chromosome contains will fail to produce the corresponding gene products. 
The question whether th, chromosom€' i. inactivated in any other s2nse is left open for the present. 
Thus it is left open whcth r, if a rell containing an inactivated chromo ome were to duplicate, the 
inactivatrd chromosome would or would not duplicate and whether or not it would remain inac
tive after such a dt~licalion. OnP might, for instanl·r, imaginr that the chromosomes of the 
somatic cell contain j)N A strands whi!'h fulfil a vegetativ<.' function in the somatic cell by produc
ing the specific gene product but do not duplicate when thE' l'ell duplicates. Aging hits would 
then inactivate the e vegetative " copies" rather than the genrtic copie . The latter would dupli
cate when the cell duplicat!'s and would then produce fre ·h vrgrtative copie . Thi · is JUSt one of 
several assumptions which onr may make concerning the nature of thr aging hits. For the pr€'s
ent, we are free to choose among several such ad hoc assumptions. 

2. In the case of exposrd anu1mls it is conceivablr that their life is shortened, not only through 
the induction of gene mutations in thP chromosomes of their somatic cells by the ionizing radia
tion, but perhap a ] o through omr other effects of tlw ionizing radiation on their omatic cells, 
which may involve the chromo ome or some other com ponents of the cl'll. Among such !'fTects 
might be the breakage of chromosomes which may lead to thr los of a chromosome. However, 
the theory here presented doc not cover the life- hortening effect of ionizing radiation which is 
due to causes other than the induction of gene mutations in the somatic cells of the chro mosoml's. 
Disregarding such other effects, th " surviving" fraction of thr somatic cells of an exposed femalP 
may be computed on the basis of the fault induced in the chromo omPs of her somatic cells by tlw 
ionizing radiation. For a grnetically perfect female who is expo ed to a do e of ionizing radiation 
which induces, on thr average, p faults per somatic cell, we may write for the "surviving" fraction 
of somatic cells: 

f = l2e-fe-pf 2m(1 - e- f) + e 'W", 

for p/2m<< 1 and p/ :r<< 1 we may \\Tite, in analog,)' to ( l:~ ) 

In).= 4~n (; + P)'[l- 2~n (; + PJ ), 
where lp is the age of death of a genetically perfect female expo ed to a do e of ionizing radiation 
that mduced an average of p fault in the chromosomes of her somatic cells. 

• 
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